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FUNdamental 

Sport Specific Skills 
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Objectives 

 Extend “kicking” into dribbling, passing and shooting 

 Extend “Throwing” into throw in. 

 

Dribbling 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Passing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -head down  

-bent over 

-dominant foot only 

Intermediate 
  

-head glances up at intervals 

-standing up taller 

-mostly dominant foot, with some by the other 

foot 
Mature -head up and looking around 

-standing up tall 

-able to change directions 

-both feet equally  

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -no direction 

-passes with toe 

-head down, no eye contact 
Intermediate 
  

-ball is directed 

-passes with the instep 

-head looks up, looks into space where passing 

Mature -ball is directed 

-passes with instep 

-able to pass with both feet 

-head is up 

-moves after ball is passed 

Soccer Skills–  

Dribbling, Passing, Shooting and Throw Ins 
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Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -shoots ball with toe of foot 

-looking down while shooting 

-no direction 

Intermediate 
  

-Shoots ball with top of foot 

-looks up before shot is taken 

-is able to direct the ball towards the net 

 

Mature -shoots ball with top of foot 

-leans back when kicking 

-follows through with the ball 

-head up before and after the shot 

-is able to direct the ball to a specific space in the net 

Shooting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throw In 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -feet apart and flat on the ground 

-ball not completely over head 

-no follow through with arms 

Intermediate 
  

-ball completely over head 

-takes step towards throw 

-heels off ground when throwing 

Mature -several steps in approach 

-body swing with throw 

-follow through with arms after throw 

-looking at space ball is going 

Soccer Skills–  

Dribbling, Passing, Shooting and  

Throw Ins– con’t 
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Objectives 

 Introduce Basketball passing, dribbling and shooting 

 

Dribbling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basketball Skills- 

Dribbling, Passing, and Shooting 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -one hand pushes the ball 

-ball over head or below waist 

-no eye contact with player 

-no body involvement 

Intermediate 
  

-two hands on the ball 

-ball at chest 

-stands tall 

-stays still after pass 

Mature -two hands on the ball 

-pushes from chest 

-uses whole body and legs to generate forces 

-faces the target 

-moves after pass, follows-through 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -stands in one spot 

-catches ball between bounces 

-looks down at the ball 

-hits toes with ball 

-hands are “chasing” the ball 

 

Intermediate 
  

-can move on the spot and dribble 

-hits with two hands but doesn’t catch the ball 

-glances up between bounces 

-can guide the ball around to different places 

Mature -can walk quickly or run and dribble 

-can use one hand or alternates hands without catching 

the ball between bounces 

-doesn’t need to look at the ball to keep control 

-can guide the ball without moving feet 
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Shooting 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -two hands on ball 

-push from chest or underhand from below waist 

-doesn’t use legs or minimally uses legs 

Intermediate 
  

-two hands on ball with both used for generating force 

-shot from over head, but ball might go too far behind 

head 

-legs are somewhat used 

Mature -dominant hand in centre of ball for force generation 

with the other supporting on the side 

-dominant hand follows through, pointing towards the 

basket (“hand in the cookie jar”) 

-legs are used, and heels come off the flow as players 

lifts for the shot 

Basketball Skills- 

Dribbling, Passing, and Shooting– con’t 
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Objectives 

 Review Striking from Active Start 

 

Striking 

 

 

Teaching Cues 

 Start with stationary objects prior to moving ones                        

 Progression: off a tee, to a suspended hanging ball or balloon, to a slow 

moving large ball, to a   small ball                         

 Cue: Eyes on the target 

 Use large objects to start 

 Beach ball on a tee and then work down to a baseball size 

 Emphasize making a big swing to get the elbows away from the body 
 Cue: Big back swing and follow through 
 Elbows extended at contact and follow through 

 Adjust the hand position according to left- or right-handed abilities   

 Right-handed: right hand should be above the left on the bat 

 Left-handed: left hand should be above the right on the bat 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial uses a vertical chopping actions when swinging 
is stationary and stands with feet together 
faces trunk in the direction of ball 
does not rotate the trunk 
does not transfer body weight 

Intermediate turns trunk with limited hip rotation 
makes some weight transfer 
positions feet shoulder-width apart 
holds elbow close to body and slightly bent 
makes a somewhat horizontal swinging action 

Mature focuses eyes on object being struck 
displays preparatory back swing 
rotates hips and trunk in full striking action 
transfers weight from back to front 
follows through along swinging path 

Softball– Striking 
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Objectives 

 Introduce more sport specific baseball skills: Base Running and Fielding 

Base Running 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fielding 

 
 
 
 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -Doesn’t know in which direction to run 

-walks to first base 

-Don’t tag the base when they arrive or as they pass 

Intermediate 
  

-runs in the correct direction 

-knows to touch each base as they pass 

-can run more than one base without being coached 

Mature -know to remain on when the ball is being pitched 

-takes a step as the batter swings or the ball crosses home 

plate 

-can run at full speed around all the bases without coach-

ing 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -does not move towards the ball 

-stretches for the ball 

-needs coaching to complete a play 

Intermediate 
  

-moves in the direction of the ball 

-reaches for  ball 

-can complete a play with minimal coaching 

Mature -moves to the ball 

-gets body in front of ball 

-knows where to throw the ball without coaching 

Softball Skills– 

Base Running and Fielding 
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Track and Field Skills– 

Long Distance Running, Sprinting, Standing Long 

Jump, Running Long Jump and Shot Put 

Objectives 

 Review running technique specific to complete a track event 

 Advance jumping skills to involve sport specific long jump 

 Advance throwing skills to include sport specific shot put 

 

Long Distance Running 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -walks the majority of the distance 

-changes between speeds rapidly and for no reason 

-can not identify the beginning and end of the race 

-needs prompting to continue racing 

Intermediate 
  

-walks and runs the length of the course 

-changes speed with some knowledge of when to slow 

and when to speed up 

-can identify where the race will begin and end 

Mature -runs the majority of the course 

-changes speeds appropriately 

-can indentify the beginning and end of the race 

-does not need prompting at start or finish 
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Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -no perceivable speed change 

-cannot stay in lane or run straight 

-feet touch the ground at the same time 

-no arm movement 

Intermediate 
  

-speed is increased compared to a walk 

-can stay in their lane with prompting 

-feet hit the ground more rapidly and not at the same 

time 

-some arm movement 

Mature -speed is significantly increased 

-stay in their lane or in a straight line without prompting 

-full, purposeful arm movement 

 

Sprinting 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Track and Field Skills– 

Long Distance Running, Sprinting, Standing Long 

Jump, Running Long Jump and Shot Put– Con’t 
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Standing Long Jump 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Running Long Jump 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -no  perceivable “jump”| into sand, only step into sand 

-only one foot leaves the  ground at a time 

-knees are straight 

-no incorporation of upper body 

 

Intermediate 
  

-may be jumping with two feet 

-bend at knees incorporated with prompting 

-arm swing include but not always at the right time and 

with prompting 

Mature -jumping with two feet 

-knees are bent before jump without prompting 

-arms and upper body involved and timing effective 

without prompting 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -walks towards line 

-cannot anticipate pit edge (misses line and defaults) 

-leaps with one leg forward or simply steps into sand 

 

Intermediate 
  

-jogs towards line 

-knows where pit edge is and can sometimes take off be-

fore defaulting 

-hops with two feet mostly up but some forward 

Mature -runs towards line 

-knows where pit edge is and can accurately jump before 

default line 

-jumps forward not up with two feet  

Track and Field Skills– 

Long Distance Running, Sprinting, Standing Long 

Jump, Running Long Jump and Shot Put– Con’t 
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Shot Put 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -Stands tall, non-athletic position 

-little or no incorporation of the lower body and/or trunk 

and core 

-may throw the shot, rather than push it 

Intermediate 
  

-legs slightly bent 

-some incorporation of legs and/or torso 

-release is a pushing motion but may not be from starting 

point where the neck meets the shoulder 

Mature -uses legs and torso together to generate more force 

-pushed from starting point and follows through 

 

Track and Field Skills– 

Long Distance Running, Sprinting, Standing Long 

Jump, Running Long Jump and Shot Put– Con’t 
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Bowling Skills– Underhand Throwing 

Objectives 

 Expand knowledge of underhand throwing and apply it to bowling and 

 proper bowling technique 

 

Underhand Throwing 

 

Phase Key Characteristics 

Initial -no lead up the  throw 

-student drops ball instead of rolling 

-no follow through 

-does not look down the lane after the ball 

Intermediate 
  

-walks towards lane before throwing 

-extends arm and rolls ball 

-looks away after throwing the ball 

Mature -quick steps to the end of the lane 

-purposeful crouch towards extended arm 

-ball rolls and does not drop 

-looks towards end of lane until ball disappears 




